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ASB Full Credit 

An update on the state of NZ credit conditions: credit demand, supply, ESG, and outlook. 



Global economy - overstimulated
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Can inflation be brought to heel without upending the global recovery?

❑ This is shaping up as the key thematic this year. How well central banks do in balancing the 
inflation/growth trade-off will set the tone for markets in 2022 (credit markets included).

❑ Global growth is strong but slowing (4.5% forecast for 2022), even as inflation spikes everywhere.   

NZ not immune from stagflationary risks 

❑ The NZ economy is severely supply-constrained which will see elevated inflation persist through to 
2023, even as supply shortages slow the country’s growth pulse. 

❑ It’s an environment featuring more economic risk than last year, setting the stage for higher volatility. 



Base rates: upcycle close to maturity
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Local story now well understood and priced…

❑ The RBNZ now risks overshooting its inflation & labour market targets. Both are unsustainably 
strong.  Higher interest rates are needed, and largely already baked into market pricing.

❑ Wholesale interest rate pricing is consistent with seven 25bps RBNZ rate hikes this year, the same as 
our own view. Bottom line: the tightening cycle is well priced which will limit the topside in shorter-
dated swap yields this year.  

…but the global picture could end up swamping this thematic

❑ Offshore central banks are further behind the curve, meaning offshore yields should rise by more 
than NZ this year. This could place upward pressure on longer-dated NZ interest rates.  
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Global credit spreads expected to remain tight overall…

❑ The global backdrop is expected to remain supportive of credit markets overall. The upswing in 
demand continues, investment appetite is healthy, and corporate balance sheets are in good shape.

…but widen a little from 2021

❑ This year nevertheless presents a more challenging picture for spreads than last year. Stimulus taps 
are being wound back, inflation is looking more permanent, and COVID uncertainty won’t go away. 

❑ As a result, we suspect spreads may trend a little wider. We’re seeing the beginnings of this already 
(charts below). The more elevated risk profile also suggests more frequent bouts of volatility.

Global credit backdrop still positive…but 
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Credit demand: firming overall
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Business lending still more demand constrained than supply

❑ NZ firms’ demand for credit is firming, and this is starting to be reflected in the data (LHS chart).  
However, rather than capex, surveys suggest some of this reflects increased requirements for working 
capital and liquidity facilities as firms grapple with supply disruptions & inventory headaches.

❑ There’s also increased sectoral differentiation. Banks expect the strongest credit demand from the 
agricultural and corporate/institutional sectors (RHS chart). Lending demand for residential property is 
expected to cool, while demand for industrial/commercial property lending is stronger. 

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/credit_conditions.pdf


Credit availability: a sectoral story
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Sectoral differentiation is increasing

❑ Credit availability to parts of the property sector is expected to be curtailed (RBNZ Credit Conditions 
survey). But broader availability appears ok. Banks are well funded (LHS chart) and expect credit 
availability to the agriculture and corporate sectors to increase over the next six months.

❑ Businesses themselves are unconvinced. The ANZ survey shows firms expect access to credit to 
deteriorate markedly over the coming 12 months (RHS chart). This is a key risk worth watching: 
pressure on both the cost and availability of credit would be unhelpful at this stage of the cycle.



Property lending cycle has turned
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Natural downcycle amplified by regulatory factors

❑ After a couple of boom years, banks expect to reduce credit availability to the property sector (LHS 
chart). But, in the residential space, this credit constriction is being amplified by a tightening in RBNZ 
LVR restrictions and issues related to changes to the CCCFA Act. 

❑ The risk of a property (and broader) slowdown could further impinge on credit availability to the 
sector should lenders become more cautious.
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Bank funding costs ratcheting higher
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❑ Bank funding costs have continued to edge up from the record lows of 2021. Rates on term deposits 
(~60% bank funding) are now 50-100bps above their 2021 lows and should continue to rise as the 
RBNZ lifts the cash rate. 

❑ Banks returned to wholesale funding markets with gusto in 2021 (RHS chart) as market conditions 
improved and deposit funding cooled. Funding margins remain at very tight levels relative to history 
but have started to widen a little (LHS chart). The risk is for additional modest widening this year. 

❑ Higher NZD basis swap spreads increase marginally the cost of banks tapping offshore debt markets.
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Corporate issuance: cautious
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❑ Conducive market conditions encouraged a flurry of corporate bond issuance over the latter half of 
2021. Still, at around NZD$2.2b for calendar 2021, issuance finished up well shy of previous years. And 
with 2021 maturities of around $3b, net issuance contracted for the first time since 2015.

❑ It may be that a cautious attitude to capex/expansion is limiting corporate appetite to lift core debt. 

❑ Nevertheless, corporates continue to extend duration, a prudent response to flat curves and strong 
investor demand in the mid curve. The weighted average tenor of 2021 transactions was 8.1 years (or 
6.0 years excluding a 30-year bond) on an average deal size of $135m. That’s up from 5.2 years in 2020. 
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Corporate spreads may have bottomed
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❑ Strong investor demand set against a paucity of supply kept primary corporate issuance spreads 
under downward pressure in 2021. Secondary spreads are holding around recent lows (RHS chart).

❑ Transactions in the 4th quarter were issued at around 70-170bps over swap, amounting to a slight 
tightening on average spreads in the post-COVID era. There was further tentative evidence of the 
premium between higher-grade and lower-rated deals compressing (LHS chart). All-in coupon rates 
nevertheless continue to rise thanks to the uptrend in wholesale interest (base) rates.

❑ Looking ahead, favourable issuance conditions are expected to remain in place. Corporate balance 
sheets & credit metrics look decent. Still, the more volatile economic backdrop is expected to see 
spreads widen a little on last year.
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ESG activity to continue apace
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❑ As flagged last quarter, issuance of ESG-linked funding instruments continues to soar (ESG = 
Environmental, Social, Governance). 

❑ This is likely to continue this year as the NZ market plays catch up to offshore ESG trends, 
corporates continue to adopt sustainability strategies, and as lenders increasingly look favourably 
on, and provide preferential pricing/terms for, funding with ESG attributes.   

❑ The chart shows that issuance of green bonds hit a record high in 2021. But sustainability-linked 
loans are increasingly the ESG weapon of choice, with 2021 issuance of such outpacing green 
bonds and amounting to twice that of 2020 (RHS chart). 
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Summary & Outlook
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Outlook

Base rates are still biased higher, but with the RBNZ tightening cycle now well priced, the upside 
to shorter-dated swap yields is much reduced relative to last year. 

We see modest upside pressure on credit margins this year. Central banks globally are winding 
back market support, inflation is back, and volatility is elevated. Bank funding costs are also 
grinding higher and expected to continue to do so. 

Still, this is more a normalisation from very tight levels than a material uptrend. Favourable 
issuance conditions are expected to remain in place in corporate DCM markets. 

Credit availability overall remains solid, but with sector differentiation increasing and residential 
property a notable weak spot. 

ESG factors will continue to increase in prominence in lending decisions. We’ll likely see an 
increase in both the volume and breadth of ESG debt products issued this year. 

Implications

Credit market conditions are expected to remain constructive, and spreads tight. But overall 
funding costs are expected to increase from low levels thanks to higher wholesale (base) rates and 
a mild widening in funding margins. 

Borrower differentiation by sector & ESG attributes looks set to continue. 

Corporate interest rate hedging ratios should already be set at, or above, treasury policy 
midpoints. Adding cover now ‘bakes in’ the aggressive RBNZ rate rises already priced. 
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